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urban issues and solutions related to COVID-19 in China.

Program, and Columbia Global Centers | Beijing announce
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the University of Liverpool on April 22 at 6PM BST/1PM

predicament of architecture: Seven points in Retrospect

Robert Maxwell Memorial Lecture

Ware Professor Emeritus

Details

Living Future Conference 2021 on April 22 at 11:30AM.

Assistant Professor

April 20 at 1PM. Details and and registration
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construction of housing in Manhattan over the coming

Each candidate will share their vision for the design and

President at the Center for Architecture on April 14 at 4PM.
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Chinese Architecture

Qisen Song

delivers a lecture at Yale School of Architecture on April 12
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Regionality: A Resistant Issue and Keyword in Modern
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and conservation practice
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Concrete heritage: beleaguered,

April 15,

Final review presentations by urban design students Chao Li, Zuzanna

Final Reviews continue this week. Students and faculty are

invited to join the sessions, including:
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any J. Huang

The talk will be followed by an interactive

discussion with audience participation. This talk is free and open to

all, registration

is not necessary.
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